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Pelinku

Astrology enthusiasts prepare for Summer 2023 as Venus, the love planet, goes into retrograde on July

23.

NEW YORK, NEW YORK, UNITED STATES, May 3, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Astrology enthusiasts,

By understanding the

planets' positions and how

they affect us, we can work

with the energies to attract

the life we want.”

Lumi Pelinku

get ready for an exciting Summer 2023 as Venus, the love

planet, goes into retrograde on July 23. This means that

love lives may slow down along with the planet's orbit,

giving us the opportunity to reflect on current relationships

and rebuild self-love and worth.

According to astrology expert Lumi Pelinku, knowing the

effects of Venus retrograde can help either strengthen

current relationship or find the courage to move on. It's

not the best time to start a new relationship, but it's the perfect opportunity to tie up loose ends

in past relationships, giving closure for past heartbreaks. This retrograde offers a chance  to heal

and deepen internal connection through self-love, rebuilding  standards with family, friends, and

lovers.

In addition to Venus retrograde, this summer offers various astronomical phenomena that can

aid in manifesting desires, releasing outdated beliefs and situations, and connecting with higher

selves. With the first New Moon post-eclipse season in May 2023, astrology guide Lumi suggests

taking the time to contemplate desires before the New Moon on May 19th, located in the sign of

Taurus, which rules love, money, and values, making it the perfect chance to attract abundance

and love.

The natal Venus Sign can assisting with finding the inner goddess and Lumi suggests looking into

a birth chart to explore the sign's different flair or style in engaging in self-love rituals. 

For those wanting to let go of outmoded beliefs, the Full Moon on June 3rd (Strawberry Moon),

located in Sagittarius, presents a chance to work with curiosity and extend wisdom. Lumi

recommends a fire ritual by burning a list of thoughts, ideas, or situations, to release the old and

return its energies to the Universe.
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Lumi notes that consistent practice connecting with a higher self through astrology can reveal

opportunities and soul direction. The south node in a birth chart represents the path mastered

in past lifetimes and can be "etheric baggage." Learning to unpack the south node shows how to

connect with the north node and attract desired results.

As Lumi says, "Astrology can help connect us with our higher selves and guide us through life's

uncertainties. By understanding the planets' positions and how they affect us, we can work with

the energies to attract the life we want."

For more information, please visit http://lumipelinku.com
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